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Abstract—Massive increase in the mobile data traffic
volume has recently resulted in a big interest towards the
distributed mobility management solutions that aim to
address the limitations and drawbacks of centralized
mobility management. Location management is an
important requirement in a distributed mobility
management environment. To provide seamless Internet
data services to a mobile node, the location of a mobile
node is stored and periodically updated on a location
server through a location update message that is sent by
the mobile node. In this paper, we propose an intelligent
approach of setting the period of sending location update
messages on the basis of a mobile node’s patterns of data
sessions and IP handovers. We use a machine learning
approach on the location server. The results show that our
approach significantly reduces the signaling load of the
location management and the overall reduction is more
than 50%.

ii.

Its location (obtained from the LUM)

Fig. 1 represents the simplest layout of a CN
functionality of requesting and getting location (IP
address) of a distinct MN, functionality of LS that how an
MN updates its location and how it is passed on to a CN,
and finally, the functionality of an MN that how it
updates its location to the LS and how it is being
contacted by the CN.

Index Terms—Location management, distributed
mobility management, mobile network, location signaling,
machine learning.
Fig.1. Basic Layout for LUM, CN and LS Functionality

I. INTRODUCTION
Location management [1] is a primary concern in
mobility management services to make it possible for a
Mobile Node (MN) to uninterruptedly receive data
services while moving from one location to another.
For location management, the current location of an
MN is stored and periodically updated in a Location
Server (LS). Any Correspondent Node (CN) can get the
current location of an MN by sending a request to the LS.
The idea is to implement an intelligent prediction
mechanism on the LS, which can intelligently fine-tune
the frequency of Location Update Messages (LUMs)
from the MN to the LS. The ―intelligent‖ message for
adapting the pace of sending the LUMs will be sent to an
MN by the LS, whenever there is a need to change the
period of update messages for a particular MN.
The LS can record the following information related to
an MN:
i.

The location query (from a CN) about the MN
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From the location queries, the LS can calculate how
often the MN is being contacted (by CNs) for creation of
the data sessions. From the LUMs, the LS can measure
how often the location of the MN is updated (measuring
its mobility pattern). An MN registers the same Access
Node (AN) in the LUM, if it stays attached to the same
AN. However, as it is mobile, it keeps on changing the
ANs. We define AN-Area as the area covered by an AN.
The idea is to have a Machine Learning (ML) [2] based
intelligent prediction solution that can reduce the LUMs
from those MNs which are:
i.
ii.

not mobile (attached to the same AN),
having low mobility (low or mild AN change
pattern), and
iii. having very few or no data sessions.
The ML tools, techniques and algorithms are
implemented to reduce the cost of LUMs. Data Mining
(DM) is a field of soft computing in which hidden
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patterns from data are extracted and usually these patterns
are unknown to the user [2].
We intend to minimize LUMs for those MNs which do
not utilize data services or having low or no mobility. We
formulate distinct classes for the classification of MNs
into categories and then we send a message to MNs
(which have low mobility and fewer or no sessions) in
order to change their LUM frequency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related literature. Section III explains the
proposed technique. The evaluation has been done in
Section IV, and finally, the conclusions have been drawn
in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK
Several location management schemes have been
proposed in the literature. However, we discuss some
approaches related to our proposed approach.
A dynamic location management scheme is presented
in [3] for the low mobility rate of an MN and a static
scheme is presented for the high mobility rate.
Furthermore, the authors in [3] claim that the dynamic
scheme is better than the static scheme for high paging
cost or when the number of cells in an LA is large. Our
work is different from [3], as we use an intelligent
mechanism on an LS (Location Server) to reduce the
number of LUMs (Location Update Messages) sent by an
MN to the LS.
Several metrics involved with location management
are described in [4]. Some of the metrics are location
update and paging costs. The static schemes described in
[4] are based on the topology of the network, whereas the
dynamic schemes are based on time, movement, or
distance. The different location management schemes are
also classified in [5]. A simulation environment is
described in [5] with a claim that Location Area based
location management using a profile or history-based
direction information gives the best performance in terms
of location management cost.
In [6], the authors have used an Intelligent Agent
Quantization (IAQ) approach, which is based on the
prediction of movements and the distance between node
and BSC to locate the MNs.
A cluster based technique for the mobile location
management is presented in [7]. The technique exploits
the data available on the users (age, function, address,
workplace etc.), existing infrastructure (roads, location of
base stations etc.), and the users' displacements history.
A multilayer neural network technique is described in
[8] to solve the location management problem. The model
predicts the future prediction of the mobile subscriber
based on its past predicted information.
The authors in [9] have proposed a distributed and
dynamic location management scheme to reduce the
signaling traffic and signaling delay as compared those of
the IETF Mobile IP. Depending on the up-to-date
mobility and traffic load for each MN, the regional
network boundaries are dynamically adjusted in order to
distribute the signaling burden.
Copyright © 2016 MECS

An improved DHT-based handover management
mechanism was proposed in [10]. A distributed
localization service for wireless mesh networks is also
proposed in [11]. To reduce the packet loss due to IP
handovers, a mechanism utilizing a mobile stream control
transmission protocol (mSCTP) for improved transport
and a Chord DHT [12] for location management was
proposed in [13]. In [14], a two-tier Chord DHT for
distributed location management was introduced that uses
the nodes with high computation power and stability as
location servers.
The contribution of our work compared to the related
works is that we use an intelligent machine learning
approach on the LS to reduce the number of LUMs that
are sent by an MN to the LS. The proposed approach
considers the sessions arrival activity on an MN as well
as its activity related to the mobility related IP handovers.

III. THE PROPOSED MECHANISM
In this section, we describe the proposed mechanism to
fine-tune the expected period of sending LUMs to those
MNs that are not actively changing ANs and at the same
time not having many data sessions or the MNs that do
not have many incoming sessions but changing ANs
often or the MNs that have many incoming sessions but
they are passive or not actively changing ANs.
A. Traffic Model
The real data of mobile subscribers are not available
due to privacy concerns. Even for research purposes, the
telecom operators do not provide real data of their mobile
subscribers. Also, we propose this reduction in LUMs for
DMM [15], which is still in the experimental phase. So,
we generate the input data using the known models for
mobile networks.
As explained in Section I, the LS stores current
location of an MN. A CN queries this location in order to
create a data session on the MN. We generate random
variables for incoming sessions on the MN and random
variables for AN-Area handovers (IP handovers).
There are two types of logs. One is the exponentially
distributed incoming sessions (started by a CN) on an
MN and the other is the exponentially distributed ANArea residence times (time spent by an MN in an ANArea) of the MN.

Fig.2. Topology of the Cellular Network
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Fig. 2 shows the network topology used in the
simulations. The topology consists of 19 ANs which
interestingly make a giant hexagon itself. Each hexagon
is connected to six other hexagons or ANs. We have
considered different scenarios of AN-Areas as shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. AN-Area Scenarios
Scenario #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

B. Parameter Settings for Incoming Sessions and ANArea Residence Times
We generate inter-arrival time of incoming sessions
using Exponential distribution. We generate the session
duration using Uniform distribution. We set the average
session duration to 350 seconds in our simulations. We
use Exponential distribution to generate AN-Area
residence times. The chosen parameter settings for the
generation of the data and the mobility related traffic are
consistent with the ones used in the related literature [1625].
In case of incoming sessions, there is only one
important factor that is to be considered and it is the
arrival rate of sessions. But, in case of AN residence
times, there are many things to be taken into account. The
most important aspect is the area of an AN. If AN-Area is
very large but an MN stays inside the boundary of the AN,
then in this case, the LS will not record change of AN.
On the other hand, if AN-Area is very small; then there
can be frequent AN-Area handovers. Table 1 describes
the AN-Area details we use for generating time intervals
that an MN spends in an AN.
Table 2. Settings for AN-Area Residence Times; S. Stands For Scenario
S. # 1

S. # 2

S. # 3

S. # 4

S. # 5

S. # 6

104

5×103

1000

100

1

0.01

It is evident that the input data are all numerical values
of incoming session arrival times, session durations, and
AN-Area handover times, which do not give any idea of
an MN’s mobility and data usage patterns. So, we preprocess the data to formulate a strategy to extract useful
information from the given session data and location data
logs.
According to the devised pre-processing strategy,
every incoming session is checked for AN-Area
handovers and the time interval between two consecutive
incoming sessions (to check if they are far apart in terms
of time or there is a sudden burst in the incoming sessions
for few minutes or hours and then MN becomes idle etc.).
D. Discretizing Interval Between Two Consecutive
incoming Sessions
It is important to understand that all MNs do not use
data services all the time. So, there may be some cases in
which an MN receives many incoming sessions in a short
span of time and then becomes idle. To cater for this
immediate burst pattern in the incoming sessions, we
devise a strategy to check the inter-arrival time of
sessions. On the basis of this time, each MN is classified
in a category. We use heuristics and get intuition from
[27-32] in the field of ML and data mining.
Table 3. Discretizing Inter-Arrival Time of Sessions

1
2
3

Time Interval Between Two
Consecutive Incoming Sessions
(minutes)
≥ 240
≥ 120 and < 240
≥ 50 and < 120

4

≥ 30 and < 50

5
6

> 0 and < 30
0

S
#

Discretized
Category
High
Moderately High
Medium
Moderately
Medium
Low
Inactive

Table 3 shows the time interval between two
consecutive incoming sessions on an MN. The six
categories defined here are the discretized values. By
having these specific values, we can easily classify an
MN to some distinct category as well as extract the
incoming session pattern.
E. Outcome of Preprocessing

1 ms-1
3.72×
105

2.63×
105

1.17×
105

3.72×
104

3.72×
103

3.72×
102

1.18×
10-5

8.37×
10-5

3.74×
10-5

1.18×
10-4

1.18×
10-3

1.18×
10-2
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Table 2 describes parameter settings for generating AN
residence times for an MN. The first row of the table
describes the areas of an AN. The second row explains
the average velocity of an MN in the AN. It is considered
to be 1 ms-1. The third row shows the perimeter of an
AN-Area. The last row shows the AN-Area handover
rates consistent with the rates in [26].
C. Preprocessing of Input Data

Area of an (km2)
10,000
5,000
1,000
100
10
1
0.01

Scenario 1 depicts Long Term Evolution (LTE)
network. Every AN is equivalent to a Serving Gateway.
In scenario 6, we consider a set of 3 sectorized radio cells
in LTE in an urban area. In scenario 7, we consider the
AN to be a wireless access point. Usually, the coverage
range of a wireless access point is around 60 meters, so
the area of the AN in this case is 0.01 square km.
Scenarios 2-5 are just intermediate scenarios.

Parameter
Area
(km2) of
AN
Average
velocity
of an MN
Perimeter
of the
AN-Area
AN-Area
crossing
rate

25

After applying miscellaneous filters on the data logs,
we are finally at the stage to get the preprocessed data.
Preprocessed data is in the form of records. Each record
provides information about recently created session, its
mobility pattern that suggests whether MN has changed
its location from previous AN to current AN, and finally,
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the discretized values of inter-arrival times of two
successive sessions created on the MN. So, we can
conclude that our data is now in the form of information
and by applying classification algorithms, we can extract
patterns from the preprocessed data. Table 4 depicts the
outcome of the preprocessing.
Table 4 summarizes the final outcome of preprocessing
of data logs. First of all, there must be an incoming
session on the MN from CN, only then the rest of the
processing starts. If there are very few incoming sessions
or if their number is below a certain threshold, then we
can simply classify that an MN as inactive. The
discretized values of time interval between two
consecutive incoming sessions have already been
explained. The last column is reserved for IP handover
activity of an MN. It simply distinguishes whether an MN
has changed the AN or handover is performed after the
last session was created on the MN. By combining all
these values, we form a proper record of each session on
the MN, which is very healthy information to classify an
MN into a category by analyzing simulation data of one
year.
Table 4. Outcome of the Preprocessing
S
#

Session
Created

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Time Interval Between
Two Consecutive
Incoming Sessions
Moderately Medium
Moderately Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Moderately High
Moderately High
High
High

IP
Handover
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

F. Classification of Preprocessed Data
Once, we preprocess the data generated using
theoretical distributions [33], we define a strategy to
categorize this data into the six predefined distinct classes.
Every MN will be assigned a distinct category through
the ML process. The criteria for the selection of a class
for an MN is based on checking every record of incoming
session, AN-Area handover activity, and immediate burst
of sessions (the discretized inter-arrival times of two
sessions on an MN).
The classes are as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.

Table 5. Distinct Classes According to Preprocessed Data Attributes
S
#

Session
Created

Time Interval
Between Two
Consecutive
Incoming Sessions

Handover

1

Yes

Moderately Medium

Yes

2

Yes

Moderately Medium

No

3

Yes

Medium

Yes

4

Yes

Medium

No

5

Yes

Low

Yes

6

Yes

Low

No

7

Yes

Moderately High

Yes

8

Yes

Moderately High

No

9

Yes

High

Yes

10

Yes

High

No

Highly
Active
Rarely
Active
Active
Rarely
Active
Moderately
Active
Rarely
Active
Somehow
Active
Rarely
Active
Rarely
Active
Inactive

G. Proposed LUMs to be Sent
Table 6. Proposed LUMs to be sent according To the Classification
Category

IP
Handover

2

Moderately
Medium
Medium

3

Low

Yes

4

Moderately
High

Yes

5

High

Yes

6

High

No

1

The six classes mentioned above are categorizing an
MN from the highest mobility and incoming session
activity to the lowest mobility and little or no incoming
session activity. Only six classes are defined to cover

Predicted
Class

Table 5 summarizes the different set of records and
classes into distinct categories. Every record is checked
for the following properties; (i) has the incoming session
been created? (ii) what is the discretized interval of
current and previous incoming session? (iii) is there an IP
handover? There are six classes for each record to fall-in.
At the end, we can calculate the total number of records
for each category and the category having maximum
number of records will be selected as the class for an MN.

S#

Highly active
Active
Moderately active
Somehow active
Rarely active
Inactive

Copyright © 2016 MECS

every possible scenario. More than six classes can
increase the computational cost of the algorithm. The
classification categories are closely adjusted to their
nearest neighbor so that there should be a competition in
the process of finding the class of an MN.
According to the features of data, we assign these
classes to records, and hence, make it a supervised
learning problem. In supervised learning problems, the
final output is already known. We prefer supervised
learning scheme in order to classify MNs in their
deserved class as well as to make it possible for all MNs
to adjust themselves into the categorization.
Table 5 displays the final classification of an MN after
preprocessing the generated data.

Yes
Yes

Predicted
Class
Highly
Active
Active
Moderately
Active
Somehow
Active
Rarely
Active
Inactive

LUMs to be
sent in 24
Hours
24
18
16
12
6
2
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Table 6 summarizes the proposed scheme for sending
the LUMs when an incoming session is created on an MN.

Table 7. Number of Incoming Sessions and Session Arrival Rate

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

J48 decision trees [34,35]
J-Rip [36]
Ridor [37,38]
Naïve Bayes [39]

Incoming Session Arrival Rate (λ):
Average # of sessions per second
0.00083

2

13140

0.00041

3

8760

0.00027

4

2920

0.000091

5

2190

0.000069

Table 7 summarizes the total number of incoming
sessions and the arrival rate of the sessions on an MN.
The table shows that if the arrival rate value is large,
there are many incoming sessions on an MN from CNs
and vice versa.
Table 8. AN-Area Residence Times

The ML algorithms listed above are first tested with
the actual preprocessed data in the ML evaluation tool
WEKA [40], and then, we incorporate error of 5% and
10% in the pre-processed data. For all six classification
categories, the data logs are checked.
Each classification case is tested 1000 times with and
without incorporating noise. Average of logs without
noise is 92.70%. With 5% noise, it is 87.56% and with
10% noise, it is 84.35%. So, we can conclude that the
classification algorithms are working efficiently on the
pre-processed data with and without adding noise. In the
next section, we discuss the testing of the preprocessed
data with and without noise.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After classifying MNs into distinct categories, we run
miscellaneous tests on the MNs' classification and history
logs. The simulation program is written in JAVA. We
consider the following performance metrics to evaluate
our proposed mechanism.
A. Signaling Load
To measure the signaling load, we count the number of
LUMs that are sent by an MN in one year.
B. Mean Tunnel Time
Tunnel time is the time for which a tunnel exists after
its creation (between two ANs) for providing the
continuity of the data sessions. It is evident that when we
increase the period of sending an LUM for inactive or
moderately active MNs, it increases the overall mean
tunnel time. We use EWMA (Exponential Weighted
Moving Average) [41] for adapting the activity of an MN,
initially, for a complete month and then after every four
hours. By having this important functionality, if initially,
there is some excessive tunnel time due to the high time
interval of LUMs, it is catered for as we run the proposed
algorithm after every four hours to monitor and predict
the activity of an MN.

Copyright © 2016 MECS

1

Total # of
Sessions
26280

S#

H. Classification Algorithms
The main purpose of using ML algorithms for
classification of MNs into distinct categories is to extract
rules for classification. These rules are followed to
classify given data. Every algorithm constructs different
set of rules. The rules work the same way as the if-else
structure in high-level languages.
A combined set of attributes are the outcome of preprocessing. The pre-processed data is then provided to
well formulated, ML algorithms including:
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S#

Total
Handovers

AN-Area
Handover Rate (α)

1
2
3
4
5
6

373950
37370
3790
1215
775
350

0.01185
0.001185
0.0001185
0.00003747
0.00002370
0.00001185

AN-Area
Residence Time
(1/α)
1 min. 40 sec.
14 min.
138 min.
432 min.
675 min.
1460 min.

The second column of Table 8 shows the total number
of handovers. The third column lists the AN-Area
handover rates and the fourth column lists the AN-Area
residence times.
C. Classification Accuracy Testing
Now, we present the activity of an MN in terms of ANArea, average AN-Area residence time, total number of
handovers, total number of incoming sessions on an MN,
total number of tunnels, and mean tunnel time with
respect to the specific classification categories.
Table 9. Parameter Settings: Upper Part Gives the Input Values. Lower
Part Lists the Calculated Values for the Highly Active Category; S.
Stands for Scenario
Parameter
Area(km2)
of AN
Average
AN-Area
residence
time
# of
handovers
# of
incoming
sessions

S. # 1

S. # 2

S. # 3

S. # 4

S. # 5

S. # 6

10,000

5000

1000

100

1

0.01

1390
min.

712
min.

439
min.

139
min.

14
min.

1 min.
25 sec.

375

735

1175

3750

37500

375000

13300

13300

13300

13300

13300

13300

Calculated values for the highly active category
# of
tunnels
Mean
tunnel
time (hrs)

5

14

30

130

6160

13050

2

7

17

243

3060

6570

Table 9 shows the overall input parameter settings and
calculated output parameters for the highly active
classification setting. When behavior of a particular MN
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is classified into highly active category, the above
mentioned input and output parameters are the results of
the simulation. The results of the remaining five
classification categories are omitted.
D. Overall Results of Reduction in Signaling Load
The main contribution of our work is to reduce the
signaling load of location management.
We have explained the usage of machine learning in
the research for mainly structuring data from all
numerical values to discretized values and to preprocessed form, and from there to classify each MN in
distinct categories. In a realistic environment, an MN
does not stay idle or highly active all the time. There are
off days from work, public holidays, and most
importantly the relaxing time. So, we test each incoming
session with AN change activity and the time interval
between two consecutive sessions. If an MN is receiving
incoming sessions at relaxing time and if that MN is not
mobile (which normally happens), we classify that MN as
rarely active. In this case, on average after every 4 hours
an LUM will be sent.
Table 10. Comparison of the Proposed Scheme with the Scheme without
Intelligence

E. Use of Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
The reason for using EWMA is to handle the abrupt
changes in setting the period of sending the LUMs. For
example, if an MN is highly active for a few days and
then it becomes moderately or rarely active, the
frequency of sending the LUMs should not be abruptly
changed and instead the change should be smooth.
We take one month data of incoming sessions and
mobility patters of an MN. We calculate the overall rating
and assign the numerical weight to the selected
classification category. Then, we run our algorithm after
every four hours and determine the new classification
category for the MN. If the newly predicted class is
different from the current class, we assign 90% weight to
the current class and 10% weight to the newly predicted
class. So, in order to switch the class of an MN from
highly active to moderately active, we need consecutive
predictions of moderately active. EWMA serves our
purpose by not allowing algorithm to change
classification category abruptly.
Table 11 shows the numerical values we attach with
each distinct classification category. So, with every new
prediction, the value of a class is changed by 0.1.
Table 11. EWMA Numerical Values for the Classification Categories

S#

Number of LUMs Using
Proposed Scheme

Number of LUMs Without
Intelligence

1

4603

8760

2

4309

8760

3

4425

8760

4

4311

8760

5

4166

8760

6

4736

8760

7

4724

8760

8

3599

8760

9

4179

8760

10

4143

8760

Classification

Range

1
2
3
4
5
6

Highly Active
Active
Moderately Active
Somehow Active
Rarely Active
Inactive

5.0 - 6.0
4.0 - 4.9
3.0 - 3.9
2.0 - 2.9
1.0 - 1.9
0.0 - 0.9

F. Overall Results for Total Number of Tunnels and
Mean Tunnel Time

Table 10 lists the total number of LUMs that are sent
by an MN in a time period of one year. It can be seen that
the values of the proposed scheme are around half of the
values of the scheme without having intelligence in it.
Fig. 3 shows that the proposed scheme is easing
signaling load of location management by more than 50%.

Fig.3. Total Number of LUMs: Comparison of the Proposed Scheme
with the Scheme without Intelligence

Copyright © 2016 MECS

S#

The increase in mean tunnel time is also an important
aspect of our research. There is a trade-off between LUM
interval and tunnel time. If LUM interval increases, the
tunnel time also increases and vice versa.
Our proposed scheme periodically checks the activity
of an MN and on the basis of that activity, we change the
LUM interval. If the MN is classified into inactive or
some less active category, we increase the time interval
of sending the LUMs and it eventually increases the
tunnel time.

Fig.4. Mean Tunnel Time (in Seconds): Comparison of the Proposed
Scheme with the Scheme without Intelligence

I.J. Computer Network and Information Security, 2016, 11, 23-31
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Fig. 4 shows that the mean tunnel time of the proposed
scheme is higher than that of the scheme without having
intelligence in it.
Fig. 5 shows the total number of tunnels created in the
simulation time period of one year. It is obvious that the
proposed scheme of reduction in LUMs results in more
number of tunnels than an unintelligent scheme in which
an MN sends an LUM after a fixed period of time. Due to
the availability of enough memory and processing
resources at an AN to process tunnels, the increased
number of tunnels due to our intelligent mechanism is not
a concern.

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
Fig.5. Total Number of tunnels: Comparison of the Proposed Scheme
with the Scheme without Intelligence

[12]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an intelligent
mechanism to check the data sessions and mobility
patterns of a mobile node (MN), and then take decision
about the MN in order to classify it in some distinct
category and manage its frequency of sending the LUMs
(Location Update Messages). As a result, there is
reduction in the cost of sending the LUMs, which
consequently reduces the traffic load on a network. We
have rigorously compared our intelligent mechanism with
an unintelligent mechanism that sends a LUM after a
constant period. The results show more than 50%
reduction in LUMs with the proposed intelligent
approach.
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